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1 Introduction

The central problem addressed in this work is how to develop and assess local
focus tracking algorithms and algorithms for proposing referents of pronouns
for use in Natural Language Processing (NLP) systems. By local focus, we
refer to the person, object, property or concept that a sentence is most cen-
trally about within the discourse context in which it occurs. The appropriate
movement and marking of local focus, and the appropriate choice of the form
of a Noun Phrase (NP) based on local focus information, are considered to
contribute to the local coherence exhibited by discourse ([Sid79], [GJW83],
[Car87], and others).

In addition, local focus information is one source of information that is
used by readers and hearers for interpreting pronouns. In fact, local focus
tracking and pronoun resolution are mutually dependent processes. The local
focus information inuences pronoun resolution, and pronoun resolution, in
turn, inuences updating focus information. Therefore, the tracking of local
focus is crucial for the interpretation of pronouns.

In this work we explore a robust mechanism for accessing and extend-
ing local focusing algorithms. After identifying aws with some alterna-
tive approaches, we introduce a two part methodology which we term the
Semantically-Slanted Discourse (SSD) Methodology. The �rst part of the
methodology consists of an exploratory phase in which possible extensions to
a focusing algorithm are discovered through the use of carefully constructed
discourses which rely on the potential tension between focusing and world
knowledge factors in pronoun resolution. We argue that this phase can be
followed by a corpus analysis to con�rm its �ndings.

In this paper we briey introduce the notion of local focusing and what
a local focusing algorithm is intended to capture. We note that other work
on focusing has not taken the processing of complex (i.e., multi-clausal) sen-
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tences into account and describe a number of issues involved in their process-
ing. We motivate and describe our methodology in terms of extending a local
focusing algorithm to handle complex sentences. We review the methodology
used by other researchers to develop and extend their focusing frameworks,
and we identify some di�culties with that methodology. We examine the
possibility of using a corpus analysis, and briey describe potential prob-
lems. Finally, we describe our Semantically-Slanted Discourse Methodology,
and point out how our methodology overcomes the di�culties of previous
approaches.

2 What is local focusing?

We use the term local focusing framework to refer to a theory or framework
consisting of a (set of) focus tracking algorithm(s) and a (set of) pronoun
resolution algorithm(s). A local focusing framework records and makes use of
information about focusing factors and indicates how these factors inuence
pronoun resolution. A local focusing framework is not intended to indepen-
dently interpret pronouns. Rather, a local focusing framework is intended to
suggest co-speci�cations for pronouns in a reasonable order. An inferencing
mechanism that makes use of semantic factors (such as semantic case con-
straints, world knowledge, rhetorical relations, etc.) must be used to con�rm
or reject a suggested co-speci�cation. Thus, local focusing frameworks are in-
tended to capture a coherence factor in discourse which inuences preferences
for how to resolve pronouns independent of semantic factors.

3 Processing Complex Sentences: A Reason

for Extending Focusing Algorithms

Although complex sentences are prevalent in written English, other local fo-
cusing research (Focusing: [Sid79], [Car87]; centering: [GJW83], [BFP87],
[Wal89], [Kam86], [WIC92]), [Bre93], [Kam93], [KPP93], [Lin93], [HT93],
[Wal93]; and PUNDIT: [Dah86], [PDS+86], [DB90]), did not explicitly and/or
adequately address how to process complex sentences. Thus, there is a need
to extend focusing algorithms.

Notice that there are a number of ways that a given type of complex
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sentence might be handled. For instance, consider processing a complex
sentence of the form \SX because SY," where SX and SY each consist of
a single clause. One might imagine processing the SX clause and then the
SY clause (i.e., resolving the pronouns in these clauses and updating the
focusing data structures) as if the clauses were a sequence of simple (single-
clause) sentences. On the other hand, it may be the case that for this type of
complex sentence, the sentence should be treated as a single unit of processing
with elements of one of the clauses dominating the processing. (For further
discussion of these and other possible processing possibilities, see [Sur93].)

The question we address is how one can appropriately extend a focusing
mechanism to handle various kinds of complex sentences.1

4 A Methodology Used in Other Local Fo-

cusing Work

Recall that local focusing theories are attempting to capture patterns of
focus movement and patterns of relations between anaphors and their an-
tecedents that are independent of semantics, world knowledge, rhetorical
relations, etc. Because of this, the method for determining how to process
particular kinds of complex sentences that might seem the most natural is
to construct semantically-neutral discourses2 that involve the type of com-
plex sentence under study, and gather linguistic judgments to determine how
people prefer to resolve the pronouns. In fact, in exploring other aspects of
local focusing frameworks, other literature appears to have tried to make use
of semantically-neutral texts in this fashion (e.g., [BFP87], [WIC92]).

However, in trying to construct discourses to determine how to process
a particular kind of complex sentence, we realized it is di�cult to construct
discourses that are truly semantically-neutral and sound natural. This task
is further complicated by the need to construct a number of semantically-
neutral texts in order to control for and isolate each of the factors that might
a�ect how readers prefer to resolve pronouns.3 These factors include the

1Note, it is possible that various types of complex sentence would each need to be
handled di�erently.

2I.e., discourses whose pronouns cannot be unambiguously resolved on the basis of
semantic/world knowledge factors alone.

3This need was not addressed by previous focusing work in an adequate or systematic
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inuence of the other complex sentence structures in the discourse, and the
factors that a�ect focus computation and pronoun resolution for simple sen-
tences, i.e., focus history, the syntactic roles of pronouns and their potential
antecedents, verb aspect and tense, etc.

More importantly, when one is constructing texts without the bene�t of a
systematic methodology, one cannot be sure that the collection of constructed
texts are representative of naturally-occurring text in terms of the interac-
tive relationships within and across focusing and semantic factors, and their
inuence on pronoun interpretation. As a result, there is a danger of tuning
a theory to handle a discourse phenomena that is the exception rather then
the norm in naturally-occurring situations. (Section 6.1 describes how our
methodology avoids this pitfall.)

5 Using a Corpus Analysis to Extend Frame-

works

Because of the problems associated with using constructed discourses, it is
natural to turn to some kind of corpus analysis to extend a focusing frame-
work. For example, one might measure how well an extension of a framework
handles a type of complex sentence by measuring how accurately and e�-
ciently it suggests referents for pronouns in texts which contain the type of
complex sentence under consideration. One could count how often the ex-
tended framework suggests a wrong referent (which would not be rejected
by an ideal inferencing mechanism), and how many referents it suggests (on
average) to the inferencing component before the correct referent is selected.

In using this type of approach, one is faced with several potential dif-
�culties. First, a focusing framework is intended to capture the reader's
preferences for focus movement and pronoun resolution independent of world
knowledge, semantics, and other pragmatic factors. Very large amounts of
text would have to be analyzed to control the inuence of these factors, yet,
since there are few tools available for this type of analysis, this task would
be formidable.

Second, a corpus analysis may be useful in comparing various extensions,
but it is up to the designer to decide which extensions to compare. Using

fashion.
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this approach, a novel extension cannot emerge by becoming evident as a side
e�ect of the analysis. Generally speaking, before a corpus analysis can be
used, the researcher must have made all decisions concerning the processing.
That is, all possible extensions of the framework (which are to be tested in
the corpus analysis) must be completely identi�ed. Notice, however, that
there is no guarantee that the correct extension will be speci�ed and tested.
One might overlook the appropriate answers to how to segment sentences
and how to process a particular kind of complex sentence. In addition, the
number of possible extensions is likely quite large, and thus the number of
alternative corpora analyses will likely be quite prohibitive.

Perhaps the most signi�cant and problematic obstacle for determining
how to extend a focusing framework to handle a particular kind of complex
sentence via a corpora analysis is the following: if one does not know how to
process many types of complex sentence, it is di�cult to perform a corpora
analysis to determine how to process a given type of complex sentence, since
instances of that type of complex sentence are likely to be preceded and fol-
lowed by other types of complex sentences. Furthermore, many sentences in
the corpus are likely to involve multiple levels of complexity. (This observa-
tion points to the fact that one would also need to isolate the inuence of
one complex sentence structure from the e�ect of another complex sentence
structure.)

6 Our Two-Part Methodology for Determin-

ing How to Process Complex Sentences

As we have pointed out, there are several potential problems with analyses
using constructed discourses and with corpora analyses. Our methodology
combines speci�c instances of both of these methodologies; these speci�c
instances were designed to overcome the di�culties we identi�ed.

The �rst part of our methodology involves systematically constructing
discourse (of a type to be described) and gathering acceptability judgments
on these discourses. The discourses are constructed in such a way so as
to help identify a plausible extension of a focusing algorithm which would
handle the type of complex sentence in question. The resulting extension
must then be con�rmed by a corpus analysis to ensure that the constructed
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discourses uncovered inuences actually found in naturally-occurring text.
In the remainder of this paper, we focus on the constructed discourse por-

tion of our methodology. We refer the reader to [Sur93] for a full description
of how the methodology was used to extend a particular focusing framework
to handle sentences of the form \SX because SY," although we summarize
our technique and �ndings here.

6.1 Semantically-Slanted Discourse (SSD) Methodol-
ogy

In previous literature on local focusing (e.g., [Sid79], [GJW83], [BFP87]),
researchers used a small number of constructed texts to justify aspects of
their focusing framework and to assess and compare focusing frameworks.
However, they did not explicitly address how one should construct sets of
texts in order to draw accurate conclusions about local focusing. The �rst
part of our methodology is intended to help the researcher construct sets
of texts (i.e., minimal pairs or minimal quadruples) that allow components
of a focusing framework to be systematically isolated and thus allow one to
appropriately assess focusing frameworks.

To appreciate the reasoning behind the �rst part of our methodology, or
what we call our Semantically-Slanted Discourse (SSD) Methodology, recall
that local focusing frameworks (including centering) are intended to cap-
ture the preferences for pronoun resolution independent of semantics, world
knowledge, rhetorical relations and other kinds of pragmatics. Thus, they
are intended to capture how one would resolve pronouns and update focusing
information in discourse that is neutral in terms of these factors. Presumably
in such texts, only focusing factors would a�ect pronoun resolution. (Recall
that focusing factors in pronoun resolution include focus history, previous
pronominalization, and grammatical roles.) In a semantically-non-neutral
discourse, semantic factors (semantics, world knowledge, etc.) can override
the preferences of the focusing framework by rejecting potential referents
proposed by a focusing framework.

Taking this into account, in order to determine how best to process a
particular complex sentence, we decided to construct discourses that are
intentionally loaded or slanted for pronoun interpretation based on world
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knowledge, other pragmatic factors, and semantics.4 We contend that in a
semantically-slanted discourse, if the text seems ambiguous or awkward, or
if one needs to re-interpret a pronoun, then the focusing preferences for pro-
noun resolution are at odds with the preferences based on semantics, other
pragmatic factors, or world knowledge. On the other hand, if the text seems
acceptable/natural, then we contend the preferences for pronoun resolution
based on focusing agree with preferences based on semantic-slanting. Thus,
gathering acceptability judgments about semantically-slanted discourses should
help us identify what the focusing preferences are, and thus how a focusing
framework should be extended to handle a given type of complex sentence.
This is the idea at the heart of our methodology.

6.2 Using Semantically-Slanted Discourses

In using semantically-slanted discourses to uncover an extension of a focusing
algorithm, discourses must be constructed which:

1. isolate the complexity under study

2. (when taken together) determine an extension of the focusing algorithm
by determining how focusing factors interact with each other in the face
of the complexity under study.

The �rst of these issues inuences the overall form of the discourses being
constructed. The second requires systematically constructing a number of
discourses which vary with respect to the various focusing factors in such a
way as to isolate their potential inuence.

In order to isolate the complexity under study, we construct discourses
of the following form, for which the interpretation of the NPs in S3 is fully
determined by the semantics of the text and world knowledge:

Example 1

S1) Simple-sentence
S2) Sentence with one level of complexity (i.e., having two clauses),

introduced by the syntactic form of interest.
S3) Simple-sentence

4Henceforth, semantically-slanted discourse.
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In examining linguistic judgments about such texts, our goal is to identify
preferences imposed by the syntactic form of S2 for:

� resolving pronouns in S2

� updating the focusing data structures after S2 so that the pronouns
of S3 can be correctly resolved in a manner that is consistent with
resolving pronouns in a sentence following a simple sentence or another
kind of complex sentence.

The motivation for having S1 be a simple sentence is to avoid any e�ect
a complex sentence might have on the focusing data structures going into
S2. Similarly, the motivation for having S3 be a simple sentence is to avoid
any e�ect that a complex sentence structure in S3 might have on pronoun
resolution in S3.

7 Investigating \SX because SY" Sentences"

We illustrate the second issue through an example. To see the types of dis-
courses our methodology calls for constructing, let us consider what would be
needed to extend a particular focusing framework, RAFT/RAPR (described
in [Sur93]), to handle resolving subject pronouns in sentences of the form
\SX because SY" where SX and SY are full sentences.

To address this question, we examined discourses that are \variations" of
the form shown in Example 2.

Example 2

S1) Dodge was nearly robbed by an ex-convict the other night.
S2) [Dodge] captured [the ex-con] because [the ex-con] was so stupid

and clumsy.
S3) Then [Dodge] called the police.

We needed to construct variations of this text in order to tease out how
the various focusing factors interact.

The RAFT/RAPR algorithm prefers to resolve a subject pronoun (in
a simple sentence) so that subject co-refers with the subject of the previ-
ous sentence if the previous sentence is a simple sentence (if this suggested
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referent is rejected by world knowledge inferencing, then other elements in
the previous discourse are tried in speci�ed order; this ordering is inuenced
by such things as pronouns used in the previous sentence). Some questions
that must be answered in coming up with an extension of RAFT/RAPR in
handling these \SX because SY" sentences are:

1. How should Subject(SY) be resolved? I.e., should the algorithm prefer
that it co-refer with Subject(S1) or Subject(SX)?

2. How should Subject(S3) be resolved? I.e.,

� Preferring Subject(SX) always?

� Preferring Subject(SY) always?

� Preferring Subject(SX) or Subject(SY) depending on which is
pronominalized?

� Preferring Subject(SX) or Subject(SY) depending on which is co-
referential with Subject(S1)?

The answers to these (and all such similar questions) constitute a decision
on how and whether the complex sentence should be segmented, and how to
weigh the inuences of the various focusing factors such as pronominalization
and focus history.

In order to answer these questions, we must make up a number of texts
which vary with respect to these factors. In particular, the text variations
correspond to variations of the following parameters:

1. Whether Subject(S1) is the ex-convict or Dodge. (\An ex-convict
nearly robbed Dodge the other night" vs. \Dodge was nearly robbed
by an ex-convict the other night.")

2. Whether Subject(SX) of S2 is the ex-convict or Dodge. (\[Dodge]
captured [the ex-convict] because [the ex-convict] was so stupid and
clumsy" vs. \[The ex-convict] woke [Dodge] up because [the ex-convict]
was so stupid and clumsy.")

3. Whether Subject(SY) of S2 is the ex-con or Dodge. (\[The ex-convict]
tied [Dodge] up because [the ex-convict] didn't want any trouble" vs.
\[The ex-convict] tied [Dodge] up because [Dodge] wasn't co-operating.")
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4. Whether Subject(S3) is the ex-con or Dodge.5 (\Then [the ex-convict]
was arrested by the police" or \Then [the ex-convict] took all the money
and ran" vs. \Then [Dodge] called the police" or \Then [Dodge] started
screaming for help.")

5. Whether Subject(SX) was pronominalized.

6. Whether DirectObject(SX) was pronominalized.

7. Whether Subject(SY) was pronominalized.

By generating texts for all combinations of di�erent values of these pa-
rameters, we are able to control for the inuence of each focusing factor.

The result of this procedure is a set of texts which can be presented to
native speakers for judgments. On the basis of the resulting judgments, a
possible extension of the focusing algorithm can be identi�ed. For exam-
ple, on the basis of the study reported in [Sur93], Suri reports that for the
speci�c case of \SX because SY" sentences, gathered judgments indicate
that native speakers of English prefer to resolve subjects in a subsequent
(S3) sentence with the Subject(SX), and they prefer to resolve Subject(SY)
with the Subject(SX) [Sur93], [SM93]. [Sur93] explains how we extended the
RAFT/RAPR framework to process \SX because SY" sentences in light of
these �ndings, and the di�culties encountered when trying to extend center-
ing to account for these �ndings.

8 Conclusions

The notion of local focusing and its inuence on pronoun resolution has
been found useful in many aspects of NLP. However, previous work on local
focusing has ignored complex sentences even though they are prevalent in
naturally-occurring text. The problem that we faced was one of determining
a reasonable way to extend a focusing algorithm to handle these sentences.
Previous methodology (i.e., using semantically neutral text) was too simplis-
tic and nearly impossible to utilize. A solely corpus-based analysis is impos-
sible because of the variety of a priori decisions that needed to be made and

5Recall that when Subject(S3) is pronominalized, the referent of Subject(S3) is deter-
mined by the semantic-slanting of the text.
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because of the complexity of interaction among factors in naturally-occurring
discourses. This work presents a methodology that calls for the systematic
construction of texts. It relies on the potential tension of semantic factors
with focusing factors to identity possible extensions of a focusing framework
to account for a particular kind of complex sentence. The methodology has
been used to extend a focusing framework to handle one type of complex
sentence.

Furthermore, as explained in detail in [Sur93], this methodology can also
be used to compare local focusing frameworks. Thus, this methodology al-
lows one to study focusing phenomena and algorithms related to focusing
phenomena.
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